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Abstract 

Named entity (NE) translation is a fundamental task in machine translation (MT) and 

cross-language information retrieval (CLIR). Furthermore, Organization name (ON) 

translation is the most complex among all the NEs. A novel system for translating ONs 

from Chinese to English, with a translation model and web resources, is proposed. Firstly, 

we built a translation model with Chunk. Then query expansion was adopted with the 

translation model and term-subject co-occurrence. Thirdly, we extracted the Chinese 

Organization names with English sentences using the method of frequency shifting and 

adjacency information to find English fragments as translation candidates. Finally, we 

found the best translation by computing the trustworthiness of all candidates. The 

experimental results showed that the approach returned a better performance than 

machine translation-based systems. 

 

Keywords: Organization name translation; translation model; web mining; query 

expansion. 

 

1. Introduction 
Name entities (NEs) are important parts of any language and typically include: person 

names, locations, Organization names (ONs), dates and times, monetary amounts, and so 

on [1]. NE translation is crucial for effective cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) 

[2-4], and statistical machine translation (SMT) [5-7]. However, the translation of name 

entities is not successful enough because of the complexity and particularity of a name 

entity’s structure. At the same time, this research is more concerned with the development 

of machine-based translation techniques. 

The translation of Organization names is more complex than translation of other name 

entities, such as person names, location names, and so on [8]. It is because ONs may 

contain person names, location names, and indeed other ONs. For example, both the 

company name, Microsoft, and the location name, Asia, are included in the name 

Microsoft Research Asia: the translation of the corresponding names of people, places, or 

ONs are needed before the translation of this ON. Furthermore, the translation of personal 

names and location names are different in different ONs. For example, the translation of 

‘Suzhou’ is ‘Soochow’ in the translation of ‘Soochow University’ compared with 

‘Suzhou’ in the translation of ‘Suzhou Institute of Technology’. In some situations, the 

translation sequences are different in ONs with the same attributes. For example, the 

translation sequences are different in ‘Construction Bank’ and ‘Bank of China’ although 

they are both banks. 

To solve this problem, web-based translation of ONs is necessary. Then we built a 
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chunk-based translation model and term-subject expansion techniques to expand the 

query words. Then a method based on the frequency shift and adjacency information was 

used to extract candidate translation strings. After that, ordering the candidate translating 

strings according to the translation characteristic and length characteristic produced the 

Chinese translation of the requisite ONs. 

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 reviews related work, Section 3 covers the 

system framework, Section 4 discusses ON chunking, Section 5 introduces the query 

expansion approach, Section 6 covers the approach used to extract translation candidates, 

Section 7 presents experimental work, and Section 8 provides conclusions and 

recommends future work. 

 

2. Relevant Research 

In the research into name entity translation, research into corresponding translation of 

ONs is rare [9]. Stalls and Kevin built a model that used phrase-based machine translation 

system to translate ONs directly [10]: this model contains three modules, including a 

translation module, a language module, and a reordering module. The translation 

procedure contains three steps: first, choose the aligning phrases in the English-Chinese 

translation of ON pairs according to the alignment algorithm, then find all corresponding 

English phrases or Chinese phrases with regard to the given Chinese ON or English ON. 

Finally, find the compound mode with the maximum probability. 

Chen, et al. studied the compound mode and transfer regulation for Chinese to English 

name entities [11]. The most important part of this work is to distinguish transliteration 

from paraphrases of the ONs: it is very difficult to build transfer regulations for ONs 

because there are many keywords therein. There are no experimental results pertinent to 

the application of these regulations. 

Zhang, et al. proposed a model based on the corresponding context of given phrases, to 

translate ONs [12]. This model was built according to the word-based translation of ONs 

and consists of a lexical mapping model (LMM) and permutation model (PM). This 

method divided the procedure of ON translation into two steps. In the first step, it 

translates the Chinese phrase behind the participle into an English phrase. This procedure 

translated the Chinese phrase into English phrase through a lexical mapping model. In the 

second step, adjusting the order of English word sequences is undertaken by using a 

permutation model. These two procedures are N-gram models which proceed in phrase 

units. The performance of the method is superior to traditional translation methods based 

on statistical machine translation. 

Chen and Zong investigated a structural formulation of ONs and presented a 

hierarchical structure-based ON translation model for Chinese-English translation [13]. 

First, it divides the ONs into three types of chunks. Then it translates the chunks 

according to synchronous context with free grammars and reorders the sequence of the 

phrases. In the end, it reorders the sequences between chunks. This method is superior to 

traditional systems as far as the complexity and performance go. 

Fan, et al. proposed a system for translating ONs with the assistance of web resources. 

They adopted a chunking-based segmentation method to improve the segmentation of 

Chinese ONs, and then a heuristic query construction method to construct an efficient 

query to search bilingual Web pages. Finally, they aligned the Chinese ON with English 

sentences using the asymmetric alignment method to find the best English fragment as the 

translation equivalent [9]. 

Lee and Hwang proposed bootstrapping entity translation on weakly comparable 

corpora. The method is tolerant to asymmetry often found in comparable corpora, by 

distinguishing different semantics of relations of entity pairs to selectively propagate seed 

entity translations on weakly comparable corpora [14]. 
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Sellami, et al. mined ON translation from non-parallel corpora using three main steps: 

firstly, slightly aligning the noisy parallel corpus on a sentence level, secondly, selecting 

candidate ON translations based on sentence alignment, and thirdly, filtering bad 

translation pairs based on the context’s POS_overlap, type of ON and distance between 

ON pair translations [15]. 

Liu analysed several methods of named entity translation, and concluded that web 

mining can acquire the translation of high-frequency named entities and that it is difficult 

to translate low-frequency named entities [16]. 

 

3. The Framework Structure 

The framework for ON translation, based on a translation model and web resources, is 

shown in Fig. 1. In the first place, training ON translation models according to existing 

ON translation pairs resources to find an improved strategy based on transverse expansion 

of the alignment anchor for traditional machine translation alignment results saw us build 

an internal vocabulary alignment model. The main function of the chunk extraction 

module is the division of the aligning ONs according to pre-defined forms, which then 

recorded the relative position information and translation probability information. If the 

translating ON entities are given, the main procedures of the translating system are the 

following three steps: first, obtain the corresponding query expansion sets of ON entities, 

second, search the web resources using the new search words containing their expansion 

and then obtain the abstract resources of Chinese-English bilingual translation, and 

finally, extract translation candidates of ON entities from the Chinese-English bilingual 

resource and order them according to reliability. 

Organization 

name entities

Chunk-based 

organization names 

translation model

Translation 

result

Term-subject co-

occurrence translation

Extraction of effective 

result information
Translation extraction

Query after 

expansion Web searching
Mixed bilingual 
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names
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the internal word in 
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Figure 1. The Framework for ON Translation based on the Translation Model 

and Web Resources 

4. ON Translation by Chunk-based Model 

Research into the existing ON dictionary allowed the team to conclude that the 

organising form of the ONs definite. It usually contains area or range modifiers, an 

ordinal modifier, a general modifier, modifiers on behalf of area or function and 

keywords, etc. Furthermore, the repetition rate of range modifier and keywords in the 
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corpus is higher than the other modifiers. 

In most situations, it is not necessary to adjust the word orders in the translation of 

company names. It is more important that the translation of transliteration entities in 

entrepreneur names be done. The solutions of problems were based on the 

aforementioned transliteration methods. It usually adjusts the word order in the process of 

translating administrative ONs. It was further concluded that a chunk is the minimum unit 

in word aligning administrative ON translations, and the frequency of reordering between 

chunks was higher than that in chunks. 

 

4.1. The ON Internal Alignment Method based on Transverse Expansion of the 

Aligning Anchor 

According to existing research into the structure and translation attributes of current 

ON, the internal words within Chinese ONs are notional words. They are translated into 

one or more English words. The words in English ONs are also notional names except 

words such as: ‘of’, ‘with’, ‘the’, ‘and’, ‘for’, etc. Furthermore, the word alignment is 

shown to be a lumpish alignment structure within a given ON. To build an internal 

alignment method of ONs based on the transverse expansion of the aligning anchor, we 

found the probability of an internal aligning of word strings arising and then selected the 

global optimum aligning method. 

First, we processed the word to a bit operation of Chinese to English translation of ONs 

with GIZA++ alignment tools which are usually used in machine translation. Both 

Chinese to English, and English to Chinese, translations were considered. At most, one 

corresponding English word was permissible with each Chinese word in the process of 

English to Chinese alignment with GIZA++ tools. Similarly, each English word 

corresponded to only one Chinese word in the alignment of Chinese to English 

translation. The aligning anchor is a pair of Chinese and English words that aligned 

exactly in both directions. To optimise the word alignment result on the basis of the first 

step used in this experiment, a new method was proposed. 

The first step was the same as the method above: it then found its aligning anchor based 

on the intersection set of the aligning results in both directions. Secondly, the procedure 

of extracting candidate strings involved expanding in transverse directions based on every 

anchor obtained in the last step until the next aligning anchor, and then adding the 

expansion words to the current anchor as the candidate strings. Thirdly, we calculated the 

translation reliability of bilingual word strings, and finally, for each naming entity 

translation pair, obtained the optimum alignment results with a greedy algorithm. A 

detailed explanation of these algorithms is given next. 

 

4.1.1. Calculation Method for Translation Reliability: We used a method similar to the 

tf-idf method to mark the translating segment. For example, the translation reliability of a 

given Chinese string ‘o’ and English string ‘e’ can be calculated thus: 

 

2
({ , } ) ({ , } ) ( ) lo g (|o |+ 1 )sco re o e f o e id f o  

 (1) 
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 represents the number of ‘e’ which is the complementary translation of 
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‘o’. 2
lo g (|o |+ 1 )

 is the punishment parameter of the length of the Chinese equivalent, 

Chinese segment ‘o’ is the translation of English segment ‘e’, and N represents the 

number of categories of all English entities. 

 

4.1.2. The Acquisition Algorithm of Optimum Alignment: On the basis of calculating 

probabilities of every pair of candidate Chinese string ‘c’ and English string ‘e’, we used 

a greedy strategy to find the optimum alignment results. The whole procedure consisted 

of six steps. 

 Extract all｛c,e｝pairs contained in this entity when naming some special entity.  

 Order the pairs, by score, in descending order and then preserve them in the 

scoreArray set. 

 Delete the first element｛cc,ee｝from scoreArray set, and refresh this name entity based 

on｛cc,ee｝’s corresponding bit. 

 Delete all｛cc,*｝and｛*,ee｝elements in scoreArray. 

 Repeat the second step until scoreArray is an empty set. 

 Otain the optimum corresponding bit of each name entity pair. 

 

4.2. The Chunk-based Translation of ONs 

We built a translation model that used the chunk as its translation unit. The most 

important part was the extraction of candidate chunks, calculation of probabilities and the 

translation decoding algorithm based on the context-free method. 

In this experiment, the method of translating ONs is based on synchronous context-free 

grammars. The ONs consist of keywords, area or range modifiers, and the other 

modifiers. In the first place, we divided the pairs of each aligning ON entity into three 

parts, and then deduced the position information by keeping the former two parts in the 

whole name entity. We got a series of deduction regulations and corresponding 

reliabilities. The translation procedure contained two steps: the first was called division of 

chunks, which meant that we divided the given ONs into three parts. The second part was 

the translation of each entity by deduction. The translation order was area or range 

modifier part, keyword part, and finally the other modifier. If there was no training 

corpus, we mixed the traditional machine translation method with a transliteration 

method. 

For example, the ‘National Committee of Institute Safety’ is extracted as three rules 

after the training process. Rule one, ‘National’, rule two, ‘Committee of’, rule three, 

‘Industry Safety’ and a translation probability of reliability deduced. 

The translation procedure of ‘National Committee of Institute Safety’ is described as 

follows: divide this name entity into area or range modifiers (National), other modifiers 

(Safety), keywords (Committee of): the whole process consists of three steps: 

 Use rule one, ‘National Committee of Institute Safety, National’; 

 Use rule two, ‘National Committee of Institute Safety, National Committee of’; 

 Use rule three, ‘National Committee of Institute Safety, National Committee of 

Institute Safety’. 

 

5. Construction of the Query Expansion Method 

The construction of a query expansion considers both external characteristics and 

internal characteristics. We made the effective information of extraction translation results 

into the internal characteristic of the vocabulary. At the same time, taking the combined 

co-occurrence words as the external characteristic, this method can obtain an effective 

bilingual abstract resource because it considered both the internal characteristics of an ON 
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entity and the co-occurrence information of emerging web pages. Furthermore, errors 

were unavoidable when identifying ON entities because of the shortage of abstract words. 

In this experiment, we extracted the translations directly from bilingual abstracts. In the 

extraction process, the translation information, length information, and transliteration 

information of candidate strings were all considered, then the candidate translation string 

with the highest total scores was output. The weighted probability algorithm, combined 

the co-occurrence thesaurus translation to construct query expansion, and was adopted for 

extraction of effective information from the translation results. 

The selection of query expansion exerts a significant influence on the quality and 

quantity of bilingual resources. Through analysing the searched abstract results after 

expansion, we found that its quality had improved compared to the returned results 

searching with resources only. It almost contained the correct translation of ON entities. 

According to current research into query expansion, we adopted both the translation 

results and co-occurrence thesaurus translation to construct query expansion in ON entity 

translations. 

 

5.1. Method based on Thesaurus Translation 

To construct the query expansion method based on thesaurus translation, we need to 

submit the source search word to a search engine to obtain the abstract information of the 

source language in the first place. In the second step, we extract the co-occurrence subject 

vocabulary of source searches from the obtained abstract information. In this step, the 

TF-IDF method is necessary. After obtaining the subject vocabulary, we will search for a 

translation of these subject vocabularies from a bilingual dictionary as the final expansion 

sets of this method [17, 18]. 

 

5.2. Searching Construction: ON Translation Results 

In the construction process, we evaluated certain statistics about the smallest N 

translation units with the greatest weighted probability in the top-N translation results. 

This set formed the query expansion set. The calculation of weighted frequency 

probability was as follows: 

1
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Where N is the number of transliteration result, Ti is the ith translation result of  , 
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 is the reliability of the ith translation result, c represents a certain Chinese word 

or expression, and: 
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 . 

6. Extraction of Translation Results 

In this effective query expansion method, we need to obtain the bilingual webpage that 

consists of ON entity translations, but unavoidable errors will be introduced in the process 

of identifying these ON entities. Therefore, it was impossible to identify the ON entities 

of the bilingual web pages. The solution involved extracting the ON translation structure. 

In the first step, we extracted the candidate translating string combining the frequency 
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shift with adjacency information, and then calculated the translation similarity, 

co-occurrence information, length information, and transliteration information between 

candidate translation strings and entities to be translated respectively. Finally, we 

considered the scores of several characteristics and output the translation sequence 

according to the sequence of combined scores. 

 

6.1. Extraction of Candidate Translation String 

In this experiment, adopting frequency shift and adjacency information to extract 

candidate translating string [19], the calculation was as follows: 

2

1

_ ( ) ( ) _ ( )
( )
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1 ( - )
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le f t n s fr e q s r ig h t n s
R s

x x
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(3) 

Where s is an expression composed of several words, freq(s) represents the frequency 

of occurrence of s, xi represents the frequency of an arbitrary word in s, x represents the 

average frequency of all words in s, left_n represents the total number of different words 

adjoining the left-hand side of s, right_n represents the total number of different words 

adjoining the right-hand side of s. We judged whether the left and right adjoining words 

of a candidate string constructed a translation string of an ON by calculating R(s). If the 

answer is yes, we constructed a new candidate string and then added it to the candidate 

string sets. 

 

6.2. Sequencing of Candidate Translation Strings 

For the candidate translation string remaining after extraction, we calculated its 

reliability, and then choose the best one as the translation, as follows: 

( ) _ ( ) (1 ) _ ( )s c o r e s w tr a n s la tio n s w le n g th s     
 (4) 

Where s represents an English candidate translation string, w_translation(s) 

represents the translation characteristic value and w_length(s) represents the length 

characteristic value of s, and is the weight of the translation characteristic value. The 

calculation of w_translation(s) and w_length(s) was as follows: 
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(6) 

Where Q is the set of query expansion strings, length(s) represents the length of a 

candidate translation string, it is also the number of English words; 
( ')le n g th s

 

represents the number of English words corresponding to the Chinese ON in each 

candidate translation string; and length(q) represents the length of q (also the number of 

words. 

The similarity of Chinese ONs and English translations is seen in the length 

characteristic. The greater the comparability of ONs in two languages, the greater the 
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length value (i.e. the greater the probability of mutual translation of the ON in two 

languages). The length characteristic is given by: 

m in ( | |, | |)
_ ( )

m a x ( | |, | |)

s c
w le n g th s

s c


 
(7) 

Where |s| represents the number of words in a candidate translation string, and |c| 

represents the number of words in the Chinese ON. 

 

7. Results and Analysis of Experimental Data 

In this experiment, the corpus is LDC2005T34. It contains two sub-sets: the 

entrepreneur ON corpus (54,747 pairs) and the administration ON corpus (30,800 pairs). 

We choose 68,438 pairs from them as the training data; the remaining 17,109 pairs 

formed the test data set. 

 

7.1. Performance Test: Alignment Methods 

To examine the effect on translation performance arising from the alignment and 

anchor left-right expansion method, we adopted a heuristic expansion alignment method 

based on GIZA++. We made the alignment training set, obtained through the above two 

methods respectively, as inputs, and then we evaluated the key statistics of the translation 

model system based on various expressions. We then adopted two translation measure 

methods statistically assess each result respectively. MODEL_1 required the words and 

the sequence of the translation results was the same as the correct answer, and MODEL_2 

only required the words of the translation results to be the same as the correct answer. The 

statistical results are shown in Table 1. 

From Table 1, the accuracy rate of MODEL_2 was almost twice that of MODEL_1. At 

the same time, the alignment anchor method has improved the result by 3.4% and 6.3% 

compared with the GAZA++ method in MODEL_1 and MODEL_2 respectively. 

Table 1. The Statistical Translation Results with Different Alignment 

Methods 

 
Alignment anchor left-right 

expansion method 

Heuristic expansion method 

based on GIZA++ 

MODEL_1 23.2% (3969 pairs) 19.8% (3385 pairs) 

MODEL_2 43.5% (7443 pairs) 37.2% (6365 pairs) 

 

7.2. Comparison of Query Expansion Methods 

Here, we defined the search efficiency by calculating the number of correct translation 

result segments in a certain number of webpage segments. The more segments with 

correct translation results, the higher the search efficiency. There was a significant 

difference in search efficiency with different query expansion construction methods [20]. 

Usually, the average inclusion rate is used for evaluating the search efficiency, as follows: 
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i
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N S


 

(8) 

Where Si represents the number of abstracts of the obtained webpage in ith search, Di 

represents the number of webpage segments for which a correct translation exists at least 

once. In this experiment, we chose 1,000 ONs to form the test set, and then used four 

search construction methods to obtain different keywords, and finally we submitted the 

result to a search engine to obtain the former 100 returned webpage segments. 

Method-1: only use Chinese ONs as search keywords 

Method-2: use both Chinese ONs and the translation of co-occurrence thesaurus 

expansions (Chinese-English general dictionary) as a query expansion. 

Method-3: use both the Chinese ONs and the translation of the co-occurrence thesaurus 

expansion (the dictionary constructed based on optimum alignment result in this article) 

as a query expansion. 

Method-4: merge the chunk-based translation model with the basis of the third method. 

The average inclusion rate with different expansion methods is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Comparison Average Inclusion Rates from Different Expansion 

Methods 

 Method-1 Method-2 Method-3 Method-4 

Average 

inclusion 

rate 

4.3% 13.4% 27.3% 30.6% 

We examined data from all test sets with the above four search construction methods. 

At the same time, we chose translation result obtained by statistical machine translation 

techniques based on expressions as a comparison. In this experiment, we chose the TOP1, 

TOP5, TOP10, and TOP15 candidate translation strings to analyse translation accuracy. 

We found that the translation accuracy was greatest when the weight of the translation 

characteristic value was 0.96. The results of the experiments are shown in Figure 2 which 

shows that the translation accuracy was improved as the choice of candidate translation 

string improved for each method. For example, the translation accuracy of TOP15 

increased compared with TOP1, TOP5 and TOP10. The translation accuracy of the forth 

method was the highest: this is explained in four ways. 
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Figure 2. ON Translation Accuracies 

It increased the reliability of obtaining bilingual webpage candidates because of its 

expanded search. 

The different expansion dictionary used an optimum alignment result. Its coverage and 

scale were larger than that of a general dictionary. At the same time, it included some 

special nouns pairs. Furthermore, the ambiguity of a word was smaller than in the general 

dictionary because the words are from the training corpus. 

We merged the co-occurrence term-subject expansion method with the chunk-based 

method and built a higher pertinence query expansion of the test corpus to improve the 

accuracy of bilingual abstraction of webpage search data. 

Compared with expression-based statistical machine translation techniques, the 

web-based mining method was insensitive to word order when searching web pages. It 

meant that this search satisfied the requirements of the candidate translation string if the 

word translation of a given query expansion was included in the searched web pages. 

There was no rigorous requirement imposed upon the position of a translation within the 

word expressions. Furthermore, it avoided the translation errors due to the usage of 

synonyms in the expression-based machine translation results. 

 

8. Conclusions and Future Work 

The translation of name entities is important for machine translation and 

cross-language information searching. At the same time, ON translation is more difficult 

compared with other name entities. In this study, we introduced a web-based Chinese to 

English ON translation method which was a multi-query expansion and merging method. 

In the first place, we adopted an internal word alignment method, based on the anchored 

left-right expansion of ONs, to extract a bilingual dictionary and construct query 

expansions based on co-occurrence term-subject translations. At the same time, we 

constructed query expansions by chunk-based ON translation, and then combined the two 

query expansion methods. From the result, it was found that the inclusion rate of existing 

translation strings in the translation result had been improved largely through the use of 

query expansion techniques. Thereafter, we extracted the candidate translating string in 
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bilingual web pages through frequency shift and adjacency information. It indicated that 

the TOP1 translation accuracy of this method had been improved by 30.5% over an 

expression-based statistical machine translation technique. 

There were also some inefficiencies in this study. Some improvements should be 

implemented with regard to the following. 

 Try to merge other query expansion methods the better to obtain bilingual abstracts 

of web pages to enhance the quality of translation string abstracts. 

 Try to use linguistical characteristics (such as lexical category, grammar, and so on) 

as candidate unit models to improve the quality of candidate translation strings. 

 Adopt more characteristics as translating selection models besides translation 

characteristic and length characteristic, and obtain the optimum translation by 

comparing the composite results of several characteristics. 
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